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President’s Message
By Clare Reed
Preparations are under way with next year's conference with speakers and vendors
being booked and agreements signed with the hotel. Last year we began packaging conference registrations with hotel rooms. One check to cover both and you do
not have to make your hotel reservations as we will do that for you. The hotel will
provide a 12% discount on group rooms that are paid directly to the Association.
Most of you don't realize the cost of putting on a conference and keeping registration cost low. For instance, our meeting
room alone cost the Association $3,400.00. If we have seventy rooms rented over the two day conference, the room is
free to the Association. It is very important for EVERYONE to stay at the hotel. I know, some stay across the street or with
relatives, but in order to keep the cost of the conference low, we must have everyone stay with us. It is not too early to
make your reservations for next year's conference.
We have had two members join recently and I would like to welcome Steve Sabatke and Doug Elrick to the Association.
Steve is our representative to NCISS and will be one of our presenters at the conference.
Talking about presenters, we will be bringing back Officer Steven Crozier from the Waterloo Police Department. Most will
remember him from last year when he gave the presentation on computer crimes. He will be given more time this year
due to the many questions that were asked of him. Also presenting will be Otto MacLin, a Professor in the Department of
Psychology at the University of Northern Iowa. He will be talking on Eyewitness Identification. Terry Duncan from Central
States Fire will also be back and we are in the process of working on his presentation. It looks like another great year. If
there is some topic you would like to learn more on and possibly offer to your clients, let us know. The Conference Committee is always looking for presenters on a variety of different topics. The more we learn, the more we can offer our clients.
We will be getting back to the larger completion certificates this year. The smaller size wasn't popular as some members
want to hang them on a wall. Committees have been appointed and are now on our web page.
Our Board meetings are open to the membership, so if you want to know how this organization works or are possibly interested in becoming a future board member, come attend a meeting. They typically last two hours and begin at 10:00 am
usually on the third Friday. The next one is in January. Watch our website for the announcement of the next one.
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Missing Baby Lisa Irwin: Private Investigator
Posts Ideas for Crucial Clues on Blog
November 22, 2011

Lisa Irwin, the baby girl whose disappearance from her Kansas City home nearly two
months ago continues to haunt law enforcement agencies and the nation at large, is still
missing. Police officials have not given up hope and are busy putting together thousands
of clues to make that all-important breakthrough.
The case has attracted a number of rumors and speculative theories, each of which
points to different people and incidents, tagging them as vital points in the timeline of the
child's disappearance.
In addition to police investigations, inquiries have also been instituted by private agents;
one such person is Kansas City-based Ron Rugen, who shared a few insights in his blog
posts.
Among other points, Rugen hints at Deborah Bradley's, Lisa's mother, mobile phone and
says that it could be the one object capable of answering several questions in the case.
"You're not going to pocket dial some random phone number by accident that happens to
be 1.1 miles away from the crime scene," wrote Rugen, referring to inquiries into a call
reportedly made from Deborah's phone to one belonging to Megan Wright. He also wrote
that he believed concentrating on four to five main people and reversing the call issue
could fetch vital clues.
"Of those that either had access to or was believed to be able to be reached via Megan
Wright's cell phone that night: Megan Wright, Dane G., John "Jersey" Tanko, or the couple who are the head of the household Megan was staying in. When you consider this
small number of people and you work your way back to who may have tried to call them,
it may help come closer to solving part of this mystery," he wrote in his blog post.
Ron Rugen is a private investigator with nine years of experience in the Federal government and seven with the Missouri state government (including the Missouri Department of
Social Services).
Ron Rugen is also a member of the Iowa Association of Private Investigators
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What a Private Investigator Cannot Do
Editor’s note: This article is a general description of things that private investigators typically cannot do,
and is not intended as a substitute for professional legal advice. As laws vary from state to state, please
check with your local law enforcement before conducting an investigation.
With so many myths associated with private investigators, there are a lot of misconceptions about what
these professionals can legally do, but as private citizens, they have no more rights or privileges than the
average citizen.

Depending on the state, private investigators generally cannot:


Impersonate law enforcement. In most countries, private investigators cannot carry a badge,
wear a uniform, or use any logo or phrasing that could imply that the investigator is a police
officer or federal official. This prevents private investigators from misleading individuals
about their association with government agencies. In some cases, private investigators will
wear badges and uniforms that indicate they are private investigators, and they will often work
in conjunction with local law enforcement or federal officials.



Make a legal arrest. In the United States, private investigators are not authorized to make an
arrest. However, in some countries, Canada and the United States included, certain circumstances can arise in which an individual not associated with law enforcement can make a citizen’s arrest, depending on the situation. Some states require written consent for a private investigator to make a specific arrest, while other jurisdictions only authorize citizen’s arrest
when the individual is endangering the public, or when a federal offense is witnessed.



Wiretap a phone without consent. According to federal law, private investigators are prohibited from wiretapping, or monitor phone conversations, without consent from one of the individuals. Thirty-eight states in the United States, as well as the District of Columbia, have statutes that require one party to consent to the recording of a conversation, while the remaining 12
states require consent from all individuals involved in the recording. In many cases, a warrant
is required to legally tap a phone, and private investigators will sometimes work with local police enforcement in order to avoid breaking any local or federal laws.



Record a conversation of which no party has knowledge. Depending on the jurisdiction, in
order to legally record a conversation at least one person involved must be aware that they are
being recorded. In some states, both parties must be alerted ahead of time. A private investigator can, however, eavesdrop on a conversation that takes place in public or is naturally loud
enough to hear.



Trespass. Private investigators cannot enter a property, house, or building through illegal
means, including breaking and entering. Though trespassing laws very from state to state, in
some jurisdictions the investigator must have permission from the owner before entering a
property.
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Tamper with mail. Tampering with, opening, or destroying another person’s mail is a federal
offense.



Run a license plate without reason. A private investigator cannot run a license plate unless
they have a legal reason to do so. This means that a private investigator will generally run a
license plate only for investigative purposes or for future use in a court proceeding.



Obtain protected information without consent or legal purpose. Although they can find the
location of the information, which can be helpful in asking for a subpoena, private investigators
cannot obtain federally or state protected information without consent of the individual or a
subpoena. These restrictions apply to various documents, including:



Bank Accounts: Though a private investigator can identify the location of bank accounts associated with a specific individual, they do not have access to specific information about these
accounts. Unless they have obtained permission from the account holder, a private investigator
must be granted a formal demand such as a court order, subpoena, or search warrant to legally
access the files.



Phone Records: As with bank accounts, a private investigator does not have access to private
phone records without a subpoena. They can, through legitimate investigative methods, find
out what carrier or person is associated with a given phone number, but because phone records
are considered private and protected by both federal and state statutes, a private investigator
cannot obtain those records without a court order or subpoena.



Credit Checks: As a credit report is considered private information, a private investigator
must have written consent from the individual in order to run a credit check. If granted consent, a private investigator must also have a legal purpose for running a credit check before doing so.



Criminal Records and Court Documents: Though they are able to inquire about the existence of criminal records and court documents through legal investigative methods, access to
those records is strictly limited to law enforcement professionals.



Act unlawfully or immorally. In addition to limitations on obtaining information and other
investigation techniques, a private investigator cannot harass a subject, trespass on private
property, use bribery, hacking, pretexting (impersonating the individual whose records they are
trying to obtain), or other deceitful methods for obtaining information, and cannot break the
law on behalf of their client or investigative purposes.

In spite of these restrictions, some investigators still obtain information through unlawful methods. Illegally obtained information will be dismissed and unusable in court, so a rogue investigator can greatly hinder your investigation and legal process.
August 10, 2011 | by PInow Staff |
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Branstad’s public records move a good start,
transparency advocates agree
Oct 10, 2011 | by Jason Clayworth | DesMoinesRegister.com

A move to post details of open records requests made to the governor’s
office on a state Website is an act of transparency that will likely help
quash criticism that the governor has attempted to shield himself from
public scrutiny, a records advocate said Monday.
“If the goal is for as much transparency as possible in government, it’s
hard to argue that this is a bad thing,” said Kathleen Richardson of the
Iowa Freedom of Information Council.
Branstad on Monday launched a Web page that outlines records requested from the public. The monthly reports include the day the requests were made, how the office ultimately resolved them and what the
public was charged to obtain the requested records.
Public transparency has been an ongoing theme of Branstad’s administration, using it in the 2010 campaign against then-Gov. Chet Culver
when he promised he wouldn’t impose fees for legal reviews of public
documents requested under the state’s open-records law.
But as governor, Branstad has imposed the fees and in some cases in a
way that’s even more costly, The Des Moines Register reported in July.
Iowa law outlines public records and general guidelines to assist elected
officials in fulfilling the public’s requests. Reasonable delays to determine whether or not a record is confidential should not exceed 20 days
and ordinarily should not exceed 10 days, the law says.
The governor’s office reported Monday that 90 percent of requests were
completed without charges for staff review time and the average time for
completion was 17 days.
-6 -

“We want to make sure people get accurate, timely information,” the
governor said during his weekly news conference, where he was joined
by former Iowa Newspaper Association head Bill Monroe.
Both Branstad and Monroe said the governor’s office also will push for
new enforcement authority in the state’s open records laws during the
next legislative session. Lawmakers considered a similar measure last
session but it wasn’t approved.
Monroe, who is now an unpaid adviser to the governor on transparency
issues, noted the new enforcement authority was opposed by some local government officials but he said he’s confident it will be approved if it
lands on Branstad’s desk.
“I’m sure once it gets there he will sign it,” Monroe said.
The publication of requests could give pause to people who don’t want
their names or requests made public but the overall move is good for
transparency, Richardson said. The publication also gives more reason
for the governor’s office to move quickly and fairly when dealing with records requests since those details will be made public, she said.
Chris Mudge, executive director of the Iowa Newspaper Association,
agreed with Richardson that the move is an overall good step for the
Branstad administration.
“I don’t know of any other office that goes this far,” Mudge said.
— The Associated Press contributed to this article.
The records requests can be viewed here:
https://governor.iowa.gov/news/open_records/
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Private Investigators: Don’t Take It Personally!
An article from pursuitmag.com
, 2011

As professional investigators, we are in a unique position in today’s era of economic and social uncertainty. We are viewed by most potential clients to be part
private security agents, part psychologists and part attorneys (while most of us
carry none of these official designations). Our clients seek not only our ability to
help identify and provide them with important facts to bolster their initial suspicions
and/or help them solve sensitive problems, but also to share our own personal
opinions regarding the matter at hand.
We develop such a deep and personal rapport with our clients that at times, we
find ourselves intertwined with the client’s particular dilemma. We deal with very
sensitive and sometimes illegal behaviors and are oftentimes presented with that
most important of questions from our clients, “What would you do?” We must be
extremely diligent and calculated in our responses in such a way as to not appear
to be offering legal or moral counseling. While at the same time, we do not want
to appear to be unsympathetic to our client’s needs.
As much as it is important to generate the most accurate and complete facts to
help a client with their problem, it is equally as important to remember that it is still
“their” problem. We have a legal, moral, and ethical responsibility to our clients to
provide them with the best facts possible to allow them to make the most informed
decision.
A suitable response to that most sensitive of questions, “What would you do”
should be well rehearsed and communicated to the client their initial objective,
your findings, and all possible scenarios. In the end the client will certainly appreciate the honesty and understand that they hired an investigator, not a therapist! Remember, an individual faced with uncertainty will typically trust those individuals closest to him/her including the person(s) responsible for presenting the
information to them.
On another front, we must also not put ourselves in a position where we are so entrapped in a case or determined to reach a particular objective, that we push all
other facets of our own lives aside to “chase the rabbit.”
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There is certainly a fine line between leaving no stone unturned and knowing
when to draw the line in the sand. We need to be both responsive as well as logical when we take on certain sensitive cases for our clients, if not for them, then
ourselves. This is the business we chose and for those who enjoy the taste of
success when exceeding a client’s expectations, we are equally as devastated
when we fall short. Balance is certainly the key and we must remain diligent in
our own skins to remain focused for the next opportunity.
The most effective way to accomplish this is to not provide false assurances or
guarantees from the onset of the case. When we assure a client that the objective will be met, we better deliver or risk losing all credibility from that client (as
well as any future referrals). No matter how “reachable” an objective may be, it is
always best to set the bar low and simply communicate to the client that all legal
and ethical attempts will be made to accomplish the matter at hand. Remember,
less is more and ultimately, the client will certainly appreciate your honesty. In
addition, if and when you do come through with flying colors on presenting the information requested, your “image” to the client will be viewed even that more favorably.
Our responsibilities as investigators are complex enough and we need to take
every opportunity to learn from both prior successes and pitfalls. Our relentless
pursuit of helping our clients with their most sensitive of situations engrosses us
at times to lose focus. In the end, we are not therapists nor does everyone respond to situations in the same way. If we are not careful and allow ourselves to
be too entrenched into the situation, we may soon find ourselves lying on that
couch!
About the Author:
Kevin M. Cosgrove, CFE is a licensed Private Investigator in New York as well as
Certified Fraud Examiner. He specializes in investor fraud and corporate due diligence. He can be reached at kmcinvestigations@gmail.com
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Video Surveillance Evidence:
Are Digital Copies Admissible?
by Scott Harrell May 13, 2011
Recently, a private investigator posted the following in an association’s listserve to which I belong and it raised some seriously
interesting responses:
“Technology is advancing rapidly in the digital video camera market and our clients expect crisp high definition video as opposed
to the fuzzy standard definition video we are capturing on video cassettes right now. All of the new cameras coming into the market are using SD memory cards and internal hard drives.
My question is this, if I capture surveillance footage to an SD card and then download it later to a computer and that footage is
then burned to a disc, is there any reason why the footage from the disc would be disallowed in court? Does the original SD card
need to be preserved?”
The first five or six responders were very adamant about keeping the original SD (Secure Digital) cards and anything less they
asserted was the spoliation of evidence. There were several comments about maintaining video evidence logs and a chain of
custody receipt too. One investigator had the audacity to go against the popular consensus and took the position that a disc-copy
made in the manner described would be perfectly admissible.
Here is a response from one listserve member that pretty much summed up what everyone else was saying:
“The golden rule of evidence is that you ALWAYS keep the original, no matter what, period! Additionally, of equal importance is
the Chain of Custody. If you collect evidence that may end up in court, you must have established procedures regarding the collection and preservation of that evidence; when was it seized and by whom?”
Well, my opinion is that it’s not really all that simple or complicated (depending upon your point of view) and I thought it was time
to throw my own reply into the conversation.
First thing’s first: The question is for those of us “in the now,” not where we’ve been.
What I mean is this – professional private sector investigation is ENTIRELY different than law enforcement-related investigation,
where the goal is to win a criminal conviction and put the bad guy in jail. When it comes to a question about evidence some exlaw enforcement guys are really quick to cite their relevant, past, experience and then, almost without fail, they use the terms
“Best Evidence Rule” and “Chain of Custody,” which they are taught in their respective academies. Rightly so, putting criminals in
jail requires an extraordinary level of care and attention to detail when working with evidence headed for the criminal justice system. However, if you are a private investigator now, then you are working on behalf of a client on a civil matter (criminal defense
investigators excluded) and the standard of care is altogether different.
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I believe that to better answer the original question we have to first establish the circumstances in which the surveillance documentation is obtained and identify the purpose it will ultimately serve.
I start with the assertion that most of us here are private investigators now. For the general purposes of this discussion very few
of us are in the business of obtaining evidence that will be directly used to build a criminal case against a “suspect” that will then
be turned over to a prosecuting attorney who will use that evidence in a criminal trial replete with all of its nuances, like chain of
custody issues, testing and validation or “fruit of the poisonous tree.”
No, instead we are using surveillance video to document a person, place or thing so that our client can evaluate that documentation in the context of whatever questions he or she has- be that watching his or her spouse with another love interest, evaluating
a claimant’s actual daily activities and physical appearance against a stated claim, documenting an employee’s behavior while on
the job, etc. etc.
So I am going to limit my comments to those few areas where video-based evidence is used most often in civil law courts where
we attempt to right a wrong, honor an agreement, or settle a dispute:
claims-related and AOE/COE assignments,
documenting the location where an accident or crime may have occurred,
questions of infidelity,
child care & custody issues,
potential incidents of employee theft and
some intellectual property disputes.
While I can agree with many of my colleagues that “Best Evidence” would be the original SD card, I would also submit that we
have to consider video and it’s practical application in real-world scenarios rather than what “the book,” and all those who subscribe to it out of necessity, might have to say.
“Best Evidence” rarely comes up, if ever, when applied to the source of video documentation in common private investigation
assignments. Even if it did, one would only need to look as far as the Federal Rules of Evidence, Article X, Rule 1001 for clarification on the terms, “Original” and “Duplicate” as it might apply to the “Best Evidence Rule” in reference to digital video evidence:
Article X. Contents of Writings, Recordings, and Photographs.

Rule 1001. Definitions

For purposes of this article the following definitions are applicable:
Writings and recordings. “Writings” and “recordings” consist of letters, words, or numbers, or their equivalent, set down by
handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing, magnetic impulse, mechanical or electronic recording, or other
form of data compilation.
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Photographs. “Photographs” include still photographs, X-ray films, video tapes, and motion pictures.
Original. An “original” of a writing or recording is the writing or recording itself or any counterpart intended to have the same effect by a person executing or issuing it. An “original” of a photograph includes the negative or any print therefrom. If data are
stored in a computer or similar device, any printout or other output readable by sight, shown to reflect the data accurately, is an
“original”.
Duplicate. A “duplicate” is a counterpart produced by the same impression as the original, or from the same matrix, or by means
of photography, including enlargements and miniatures, or by mechanical or electronic re-recording, or by chemical reproduction,
or by other equivalent techniques which accurately reproduces the original.
In preparing this article I scoured Lexis-Nexis countless hours looking for a citation from case law where digital video documentation was disallowed in a civil trial because the source media was not produced; I could find nothing at all. In the absence of having
case law or precedent from which to learn, I like to throw out the theory and rely instead upon empirical evidence:
I have only been at the surveillance game now for about 15 years, not as long as some of you I know, but claims-related surveillance is the mainstay of my agency. We do not handle digital forensics, criminal defense, personal injury cases, etc. In 2009, I
upgraded all of our video cameras to high definition digital video cameras with on-camera memory and an SD slot for extra storage, meaning that we no longer use tapes and have not since February of 2009.
Since converting to all digital video cameras, our usual work-flow after the surveillance day is over is to download all (100% –
warts and all) of the video documentation obtained from the camera to a computer. That file is then burned to two DVDs. The
video is unedited and all of the metadata is preserved for later scrutiny if warranted. Those DVDs are clearly marked as
“unedited;” one copy always goes to the client and we keep the other.
The video documentation on the computer is then edited to the client’s specifications; we throw in some titles and essentially create a “highlight reel” so that the client can quickly evaluate what he or she has and how it affects his or her case, claim, job, life,
marital status… whatever. Most of our claims-related and county/municipal clients now request that we upload the unedited video
so that they can watch it online and distribute it accordingly. The unedited-uploaded video is usually what the opposing party gets
in discovery.
With all of that having been said, here’s the substance of where I am going:
Since making the transition to digital video cameras my investigators and I have completed several hundred days of claimsrelated surveillance assignments, have been to deposition a few dozen times and testified in trial on numerous occasions. Because many of our cases are related to offshore injuries (Jones Act) we testify regularly in Federal courts. Of course, we do a
couple dozen infidelity or child custody cases and the odd employee theft assignment here and there every year as well.
In that same time period do you know how many times we have been asked why we did not, or could not, produce the original
source’s SD card, videotape or other first-generation media storage (like the camera’s on-board flash chipset)?
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Zero, not once.
When we converted to digital I probably built up an inventory of SD cards worth over $750 so that we could keep the original
video file. It eventually became apparent to me that no one cared about the source media, so I started asking questions why.
Universally, the attorneys and claims adjusters could really care less as long as we gave them the raw and unedited video, or at
least kept it somewhere safe until the claim had been settled or litigated. The name of the game is efficiency and expediencyfrom the adjusters, to the attorneys to the court room. From the time a matter is brought up until it is settled or litigated there is
really only one question on their minds:
What does the video depict and what does it mean?
But Scott, your copy of the video evidence may not be forensically sound and would lose all probative value!!!
“Forensically sound” is a wonderful concept when you are trying to get digital evidence disallowed in a criminal defense investigation because it casts doubt upon the competency of the person collecting the evidence and/or the methods used to collect and
preserve the evidence. The reality of video in a civil trial, however, is vastly different. You cannot cast doubt on the competency
or methods of the guy who turned his video camera on, pointed at something, recorded some video and then made that video
available for your viewing pleasure. It’s been tried and beaten many, many times when (analog) video surveillance footage found
its way into the courtroom.
The probative value (“Is something sufficiently useful enough to prove or disprove something important?”) of video documentation really boils down to the threshold of “it is what it is.”
Video-based evidence, for the run-of-the-mill private investigator and our client’s needs, stands on its own merits in all but the
rarest of occasions if it meets a few criteria:
Was the video documentation obtained lawfully?
Can the trier of fact view the video and positively identify the subject?
Is the video’s quality clear and stable enough so that the trier of fact can evaluate the subject’s activities or condition in context
of the matter at hand?
If these criteria are met, what does that video prove or disprove (if anything)?
In claims-related assignments the claimants/plaintiffs always want the unedited copy. We are almost always asked under oath if
the unedited video documentation is complete and represents everything we obtained during the course of our investigation. We
say yes, and that’s that. They move on.
No one is out there manipulating video in order to make it magically appear that a disabled claimant is clearly not walking with
his “much needed” cane or working a roofing job though he adamantly denies being able to work. When was the last time you
heard of a PI using CG wizardry to make it appear that some guy’s wife is doing the horizontal boogie with the pool boy so he or
she can say they hit a home run for the client?
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IAPI is pleased to welcome these new
members to our Association
Steve Sabatke (Full Member)
Per Mar Security Services
1910 East Kimberly Rd.
Davenport, Iowa 52807
Phone 800-845-9608
Email: ssabatke@permarsecurity.com
Website: www.permarsecurity.com

Doug Elrick (Full Member)
Digital Intelligence
2800 University Ave. #109
West Des Moines, Iowa 50266
Phone 515-440-4545
Email: delrick@digitalintelligence.com
Website: www.digitalintelligence.com

Zero times.
It doesn’t happen. You all know it and the attorneys all know it. The idea of contrived video footage is old and threadworn.
What DOES happen occasionally is that some investigators may not provide the complete and unedited version of
the video obtained while on assignment because they caught some seemingly inconsequential footage that was obtained by an inadvertent press of a button, is out of focus, terribly shaky or the horizon was 45 degrees from level for
a few moments. Ethically and professionally that is wrong by any standard. It becomes an entirely different matter
when the investigator swears under oath that the documentation provided was obtained by him or her and represents all of the video documentation obtained during the course and scope of his or her investigation.
I’ll make this last point:
In the 15 years and hundreds of depositions and trials in which I have provided testimony, I have also never been
asked for a chain of custody log for my videotapes or discs.
Again, that’s ZERO times.
(Sure, I kept one for several years back in the mid-90′s but I was a bit wet behind the ears back then.)
We do however, keep an inventory sheet of all of the videos we do have so that we can periodically verify that we
haven’t lost anything… That’s just good business.
Article obtained from Pursiutmag.com
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